


WE WILL ROCK YOU

Brian May : That familiar stomp stomp clap. Well, I guess nobody knew when
we started off doing the recordings of ‘Rock You’ and ‘Champions’ what
they would become, but there was definitely an idea of participation in our
minds at the time, the audience having taken over the show in Bingley Hall,
Stafford.  Yeah, it was... it is a turning point in the band’s history, isn’t it, I
guess?

Roger Taylor : Yeah.  It’s become a sort of signature tune and it’s, of course,
the title of our musical and...  

Brian May : It is.  I think the greatest compliment really is that most people
don’t think this song was ever written.  They think it was sort of always
there, I think, like a traditional... arranged by somebody.  This is great.  

Roger Taylor : And I know a lot of sort of six year olds that know this one.
It’s quite interesting.  There are no musical instruments on this apart from...
just, just before I spoke then...

Brian May : The guitar coming in.

Roger Taylor : Which is a guitar coming in, and that’s it.  There are no
actual instruments on it apart from that guitar.

Brian May : And it’s become so many different things to different people, 
this song, which is a great thing really.

Roger Taylor : As a double-A side I think it was our first bona fide American
number one.

Brian May : Yes indeed.  In Cash Box, I seem to remember.

Roger Taylor : Yeah, I think that’s right.  The record...

WE ARE THE CHAMPIONS

Roger Taylor : It was twinned in America with this song, which is another
sort of signature tune of ours.

Brian May : It also became an international anthem for everything... every
kind of sport and lots of other things too – politicians, you name it!
Amazing.  I remember being quite shocked when I first heard his lyrics for
this, Freddie, you know, and he kind of explained that it’s not quite as



arrogant as you might think.  It’s more about everybody feeling like they’re a
champion and the sentiment seems to work incredibly well.

Roger Taylor : Yeah, it was a sort of collective we - we together, we are all,
you know.  It’s a great, it’s a great song, I think.

Brian May : Its first outing was when we made the video.  We hired a tiny
little theatre in Wembley and got loads of fans down and just played the
song, and by the time we played it once because they’d never heard it before,
they all knew it and all knew what to do and sort of created this banner
waving kind of response, which...

Roger Taylor : I think the theatre was actually the New London Theatre in
Drury Lane...

Brian May : In Drury Lane?

Roger Taylor : In London, yeah.

Brian May : I didn’t know that.  Why did I think it was Wembley?  You see,
what do I know?

Roger Taylor : I think we did ‘Friends will be Friends’ in the other one.

Brian May : Ah, you’re right!  That’s right.  That was the Wembley One... you
need Rog for these facts and figures, hey?  They all become a blur to the
likes of me.  But that was a great feeling when it was first in front of the
fans.

Roger Taylor : We didn’t actually introduce ourselves at the beginning.

Brian May : We didn’t.  Over there, on the other side, is Rog.

Roger Taylor : And over here is Brian

Brian May : No, no, over here is Brian.  Deeply confusing, isn’t it?  The
marvels of stereo.

Roger Taylor : I think for many years we ended our live set with this song
and it was always... felt like a real fitting climax to the evening.

Brian May : Yes.  One of Freddie’s great moments, I think, to create this.



RADIO GA GA

Brian May : Ah!

Roger Taylor : Ah, the sound of the 80s, ‘Radio Ga Ga’.  Yeah, this is another
really... it was a sort of one of our first uses of sort of almost a techno type
approach, hopefully with a bit of... a good melody in there, but it was very
much a audience participation song and it has proved pretty popular.

Brian May : Interesting. One of our first excursions into real sort of
machine type things.  

Roger Taylor : Yes.

Brian May : We started off Roger and I together on this one, strangely
enough, with sort of... you know, chucking some ideas around, but we
actually split in the end and Roger’s half became ‘Radio Ga Ga’ and my half
became ‘Machines, Back to Human’.  But it was an interesting time of us sort
of blending our skills with the synthesiser world, I suppose.

Roger Taylor : Yes.  At the time... the technology at the time... I mean, it was
actually fairly basic and now it’s very basic actually, but it was effective and
using arpeggiator on the fabulous Roland JUPITER 8 

Brian May : It gave rise to one of our best videos, which, in turn, gave rise to
a great audience tradition, the famous double hand clap.  The double... it’s
actually not double.  It’s a repeat, isn’t it, on the record interestingly.

Roger Taylor : And it was actually called Radio Ka Ka, which is French for,
French for something that comes out of your bottom.

Brian May : Inspired by your little boy, it was!

Roger Taylor : And my boy, my eldest boy, was... at the time was very young
and half French and he just referred to radio as being ka ka and that was
the idea.  That was where it came from.  And I don’t think we ever actually
changed it, that we do actually say that on the record and if you listen
closely...

Brian May : It’s still there!

Roger Taylor : It’s still there



ANOTHER ONE BITES THE DUST

Brian May : One of Deacie’s masterpieces, ‘Another One Bites the Dust’.
Immortal.  I think we slightly... it’s fair to say we had no idea what on earth
he was doing when he started this.

Roger Taylor : No.  I remember laying down the backing track with him and
it was... he really wanted the drums as dry as they could possibly be, so I just
stuffed it all with blankets and made it as dead as I possibly could and very
low tuned and... but it’s that thump that...

Brian May : Which was the antithesis of the way we felt we should record it
at the time normally.

Roger Taylor : Yeah.  We never really liked that kind of thing.  But this
actually turned out... we weren’t going to release this as a single and I think
it was Michael Jackson that... actually who actually suggested that we
release it as a single and I thought he was nuts, but... 

Brian May : A fantastic bit of work from Freddie really.  I mean, I remember
Deacie having this idea, but Deacie doesn’t sing of course, so he was trying
to suggest to Freddie how it should be and Fred just went in there and
hammered and hammered until his throat bled, making... you know, he really
was inspired by it and took it to a new height, I think.  And that fabulous
rhythm guitar, which you’ll hear again in a minute, is Deacie.  This is not me.
You know, the dirty stuff is me, but the spine of the guitar, that rhythmic
stuff, is actually very hard to play and in the Queen live shows, I’ve got to
say that’s probably the hardest thing I have to do.  There is goes again.  I
guess that’s part of the strength of the band, that we had so many different
influences and this is a direction which Roger and I never would have gone
unless we’d been kind of coerced and it just turned out to be brilliant.

I WANT IT ALL

Brian May : Queen anthem?  Anthems are us!

Roger Taylor : From ‘The Miracle’ album.  

Brian May : Yes.  The I Want It All idea actually did come from my soon-to-be
spouse at that time.  She wasn’t at the time.  Anita had this phrase, I want it
all and I want it now, that sort of summed up her ambition and drive and...

Roger Taylor : I know a lot of people like that.  



Brian May : And I just thought it was a great theme and set my mind
working.  I remember writing most of it while trying to get weeds out of
the lawn in Los Angeles obsessively, but this... you know, sometimes things
just go round in your head and you can’t get rid of them, no matter what
you do.  So I Want It All became a sort of mantra in my head and... it’s one of
these things when you take it to the group, it rises to a new height and we’d
made the decision for this album that we would credit everything to all of
us, so it’s a Queen song, which is good.  It was one of the best decisions we
ever made.

Roger Taylor : Yeah, avoided a lot of arguments.  

Brian May : Yes.  It’s nice that this song was taken up by organisations who
were fighting for freedom in various parts of the world, which in a way, you
know, it’s part of the conception of the song.  If you listen to the words, it
is about the underprivileged kid trying to find a way to make his presence
felt in the world.

Roger Taylor : Now this next bit, this is a sort of ultra fast heavy metal
burst.

Brian May : And we played it at the tribute to Freddie.  We never really did it
live, because it was too late for Freddie.  Sadly, we never played this track
live.  It would have been great with Freddie, but we played it at the tribute
when Freddie was gone and Tony Iommi played this bit with us...

Roger Taylor : And Roger Daltrey sang.

Brian May : And Roger Daltrey sang the song.

Roger Taylor : And he did a great job too.  

Brian May : Oh, yes.  The end’s interesting with Fred going hoo-ha.  It became
a sort of catch phrase in our little world.

CRAZY LITTLE THING 
CALLED LOVE

Roger Taylor : ‘Crazy Little Thing Called Love’, written in 10 minutes, in the
bath, by Freddie in the Bayerischer Hof Hotel.

Brian May : Munich, Germany.

Roger Taylor : Yes Munich, Germany.



Brian May : Bavaria.

Roger Taylor : The first thing we recorded in Munich, the first of many, and
a great-sounding record, this, and as I remember, we were working hard on
the album a couple of months later, to be told this had gone to Number One
in America. It was quite weird, that was good news, we had a big celebration.

Brian May : Amazing, gave us a great charge to finish off the album, quite a
triumph for Mack as an engineer and producer. The boys had recorded most
of this by the time I got to studio that day, because it was after a late night
at the studio I seem to remember. And I remember thinking, oh I could’ve just
spent another half an hour getting there, and I came in to hear this track
they’d just put down, with Freddie playing acoustic. It’s worth mentioning
Freddie’s acoustic, he… Freddie was really a good acoustic player. He was
very modest about it, but he could really play the acoustic guitar very well
in an inimitable style, very frenetic kind of, style. I remember, he wrote Ogre
Battle on the acoustic guitar.

Roger Taylor : Yes, a lot of tapping and a lot of fingernails going on, on
there.

Brian May : Yes, his fingers moved twice as fast as anyone else for the same
speed of playing, yes I can still his kind of, horny fingers hitting the strings
on this. 

Roger Taylor : Yes.

Brian May : The black fingernails of course, in those days.

Roger Taylor : Yes, immaculately manicured black fingernails flashing up
and down and tapping away.

Brian May : Freddie doing his Elvis, very successfully.

Roger Taylor : He did a very good Elvis, and a very good Cliff Richard.

Brian May : Yes, didn’t he just?

A KIND OF MAGIC

Roger Taylor : It’s a Kind of Magic from… well, inspired by the movie
Highlander, the title being a line from the script in the movie. And
Christophe Lambert says this, it’s a great line, I think, and the song was born
out of that really, out of that one line. I think it was sort of, we were
knowingly making a sort of, pop record here, you know? We were making a
commercial record.



Brian May : There is another version of it, which Roger initially put
together, which is more rocky, and I think it appears somewhere, doesn’t it?
Where does that appear?

Roger Taylor : I think it appears actually, over the credits, on the
‘Highlander’.

Brian May : Ah, that’s right, yes.

Roger Taylor : Over the end credits, and in fact the song is featured more as
it is, in the second ‘Highlander’ movie, which wasn’t as good a movie as the
first one.

Brian May : Yes, Freddie got a bee in his bonnet about it at some point, didn’t
he, and said look, you guys just bugger off and I’ll make it a hit?

Roger Taylor : Yes.

Brian May : And he chose the… his favourite bits, I mean, particularly the
little bass riff I think, you know, that’s…

Roger Taylor : Yes, he wanted it more dance-y than it originally was.

Brian May : Hmm, he wanted it catchy and poppy, and did a very good job.

Roger Taylor : That’s how it turned out, he did a great job, yes.

Brian May : Yes, he did things like, pulling out the little guitar riff thing, he
pulled out and looped and repeated, you know, I hadn’t really noticed it. It
was just part of what I played.

Roger Taylor : Actually I think that was me.

Brian May : Oh, did you do that?

Roger Taylor : Yes.

Brian May : Oh sorry Roger did that

Roger Taylor : Well no, but Freddie was the one who put this… he sort of,
took the original and…

Brian May : Put the disco beat into it, did he?

Roger Taylor : He put the disco beat in, he put the dance into it, yes, because
it wasn’t really a dance record at all. It sort of, tells the story of the movie
really, in cryptic, short form. Yes and we performed this first on the Magic
Tour, as it was called actually, in 86, and it was a highlight.



UNDER PRESSURE

Brian May : ‘Under Pressure’.

Roger Taylor : A true collaboration between ourselves and David Bowie in
one very long night in Montreux, in Switzerland.

Brian May : It was evolved in an unusual way, which David really brought to
the table, wherein we worked on the backing track together, and we sort of,
felt our way through it. But once we had a backing track which we liked,
David’s idea was to get everybody to go into the vocal booth and just sing
the first thing that came into their heads. And what would then happen
would be, we would compile it and see if it suggested the way the song
should go. And some of those takes from Freddie survived to the final
vocal, strangely enough, including this bit, I think, and the sort of, ad-
libbing bits. But then, it was David who really got up a couple of days later
and decided what the song should be about, and…

Roger Taylor : It was originally actually called People on the Streets.

Brian May : Yes.

Roger Taylor : And he suddenly decided that it should be called ‘Under
Pressure’, which I think is a better title on reflection, really. And I remember
that when he and Freddie were trying the lead vocals, just trying whatever.
He… the other one wasn’t allowed to hear what the one singing was
actually doing. So they were sort of, doing it blind, and then it was a sort
of, cut-and-paste thing after that, wasn’t it?

Brian May : Yes.

Roger Taylor : Sorting through what the ideas that they’d had individually.

Brian May : So the song kind of, does sound like a jigsaw puzzle, but it… I
think it works amazingly well.

Roger Taylor : It has a great heart and soul, this song. It’s one of my
personal favourites.

Brian May : And some great hooks.

Roger Taylor : Yes.

Brian May : It’s one of the songs which doesn’t seem to date as well I must
say. It always has something to say.



ONE VISION

Brian May : Now, this song was a true collaboration as well, I would
definitely say, we all brought stuff to this, the four or us. And we allowed
people in to make a documentary of us making it so I think we all kind of
showed off in the video. But it was very useful to have the footage when it
came to making the, sort of, promo video. But really we got in… brought all
sorts of stuff. You know there’s… obviously the riff is my kind of thing, you
know, and we all pitched in and produced ideas. Freddie had lots of vocal
ideas most of which were unprintable.

Roger Taylor : Yes. I have here as a transcript of his original lyrics.

Brian May : Some of it’s printable. One shrimp, one prawn, one clam, one
chicken. Only the chicken…

Roger Taylor : One heart, one soul, one sex position.

Brian May : But the other stuff, one dump, one turd, two tits, John Deacon is
questionable really.

Roger Taylor : Yeah. One shrimp, one prawn, one clam, one chicken, yeah. And
the only bit that actually survived was fried chicken at the end. I think he
went through the entire Chinese menu.

Brian May : Yes, it’s Johnny’s takeaway.

Roger Taylor : Yeah.

Brian May : We did have a laugh doing it, it was great, we had some fun. And
it’s not often that we really wrote a song together, truly.

Roger Taylor : Yeah.

Brian May : This is a good example.

Roger Taylor : And a lot of the lyrics… in fact…

Brian May : Came from you in one of your…

Roger Taylor : Well, they did but I wrote a sort of… a bunch of lyrics which
was a sort or poem and, actually, I sort of plundered it for ‘A Kind Of Magic’
and this song.

Brian May : You’ll notice similarities between the two songs.

Roger Taylor : You’ll notice the similarities in there, being one of a lot of
things.



Brian May : It was a Martin Luther King vibe, right?

Roger Taylor : It was a sort of Martin Luther King pastiche and… so that’s
where all the one stuff came into it.

MY BEST FRIEND

Brian May : John Deacon, very, very memorable song, very popular in our
catalogue.

Roger Taylor : Yes. John on electric piano because Freddie really didn’t take
to the electric piano, at all, he considered it a vastly inferior instrument to
the grand piano, which it probably is. But it’s particularly… it’s useful in
particular situations and it was written round that. I remember John being
very particular about this backing track from the drum situation. It was a
nice big, fat drum sound and a sort of reverse round the drums starting on
the lowest tuned drums first and ending on the snare, which is not… it’s
sort of the reverse of the way things are normally done – so quite
interesting from that drum aspect.

Brian May : It’s also interesting because it’s not your normal drum sound. I
mean, again it’s Deacie pulling in a different direction and Roger has a big,
fat, natural drum sound and then Deacie then goes in and he EQs it to
death and makes it sound very different – it’s all very crunched up and
compressed and lots of top wound on the EQ buttons, which is a very
untypical Queen sound at the time. It was the second hit off…

Roger Taylor : ‘A Night at the Opera’.

Brian May : … ‘Night of the Opera’ album and not insignificant, although
obviously everyone remembers Bohemian Rhapsody – this is still a very loved
song, I think particularly in the States, actually.

Roger Taylor : Yes, particularly in America, yeah. I was absolutely devastated
one day when I happened to catch the Donny and Marie Osmond show, or
was it the Osmonds?

Brian May : This is Roger being narrow minded again.

Roger Taylor : And there they were singing it and I thought it’s all gone
terribly wrong. That’s just Brian finishing a whisky.



DON’T STOP ME NOW

Brian May : Aah, the memorable ‘Don’t Stop Me now’, which has become huge
and Freddie would be so happy now to realise how huge it’s become, you
know. It’s so much part of people’s hen nights and just a general kind of
torch song for everybody, it’s amazing.

Roger Taylor : This was actually voted on the driving programme, Top Gear,
Jeremy Clarkson and co. It was voted by the viewers as the all time favourite
driving song and they… and James May flew out and presented me with the
cheapest, nastiest trophy they could find – I was in Sardinia, I think, yeah.

Brian May : Which you threw it in the ocean I seem to remember.

Roger Taylor : Yeah, I threw it in the sea. But anyway that was… it was good
to know that, you know, people like to drive to it and it is a driving song.
Again, quite poppy and commercial but clever lyrics – not Brian’s favourite
this song. 

Brian May : No, it was… I remember because it’s very much Freddie’s pop side
and I remember thinking I’m not quite sure if this is what we should be
doing. I think there was also a feeling that it lyrically represented
something that was happening to Freddie which we kind of thought was
threatening him, and probably it was in a sense. But having said that, it’s full
of joy and optimism and stuff and…

Roger Taylor : Yeah, I think it’s very joyous and, actually, I still think he had
his tongue slightly in his cheek, you know – I’m a rocket ship I’m like an atom
bomb – they’re great lines.

Brian May : Yeah, very witty as usual. A great driving piano.

Roger Taylor : Mr Fahrenheit there, that’s a great line – you’ve got to have
your tongue in cheek to say that, call yourself that.

KILLER QUEEN

Brian May : Speaking of Freddie, this was really a… this is from the ‘Sheer
Heart Attack’ album, and again a radical departure. I think most people
hearing this for the first time would be… were shocked because it wasn’t
rock like they expected us to be. It’s very sophisticated, very delicate.

Roger Taylor : Yeah. Shades of Noel Coward, Cole Porter all sorts of things. 



Brian May : I think it’s… to my mind…

Roger Taylor : Quite unique.

Brian May : … a beautifully crafted record, you know, and I don’t claim
much credit myself although we were all in there. But you know it’s just…
there’s so much space in it and yet so much going on, which all works, and I
love it as a pop record, I have to say. 

Roger Taylor : The guitars are fantastic and…

Brian May : Thank you Rog.

Roger Taylor : And their counterparts and it’s brilliantly constructed. I
remember we knew it’s…. something special about this song when we were
doing it because we did it take after take after take. I don’t ever remember
doing as many takes as we did for this song on any other song. The feel had
to be just right and it was just… you know, it had to be pitched exactly
right. It had to have weight but it had to be light, as well, so it was a very
difficult balancing act this.

Brian May : It’s a beautiful backing track. There’s no clicks, of course, there’s
no machines whatsoever.

Roger Taylor : No, it’s all live.

Brian May : There’s no pro tools, this is just people playing. I think I was in
hospital when you did the backing track, I think.

Roger Taylor : Oh, I remember we…

Brian May : I’m not sure. I was very ill at that time and I came out and it was,
sort of, almost finished and I remember being horrible to Fred about the
backing vocals because I thought they were very abrasive so we sang them
all again.

Roger Taylor : Yeah, we completely re-did them all, yeah.

Brian May : And they had just a sort of sweeter touch, I suppose. Yeah, this is
probably the guitar solo I would like to be remembered for. But it’s so
totally Freddie, I don’t think anyone else would have dared to do anything
like this and call themselves a rock star. 



THOSE WERE THE DAYS 
OF OUR LIVES

Brian May : Oh, now we spin years and years into the future to a time when
Freddie’s already knowing he doesn’t have very long to live.

Roger Taylor : Which makes it more poignant. This was released as a single
with Bohemian Rhapsody on the other side, actually, after Freddie’s death.
And I think it was… they got so sick of playing Bohemian Rhapsody and they
flipped it on the radio and it then was number one in its own right. So that
was a very strange time for us because, you know, we were sort of, I guess,
grieving his loss, you know. So we hardly noticed what the record was
doing really. But this is also a rather tragic video in which Freddie is seen
to be visibly ill  and it’s just about… really it’s a wistful song with an
optimistic viewpoint looking back on… somebody looking back on their life
and going with the flow. 

Brian May : One of Roger’s great songs, you know, it’s a Queen song because
we’d made that decision, but this is what Roger brought in really – lovely,
lyrical piece, and it’s great. And a very kind of grown up recording, I think.
You know, everything’s very restrained in the way it’s played. I think it’s one
of our nicer efforts really.

WHO WANTS TO LIVE FOREVER

Brian May : Who Wants to Live Forever, yes.

Roger Taylor : Now, I think this one of the best songs Brian ever wrote, and
again, inspired by the movie, ‘Highlander’.

Brian May : Absolutely, it all came. Funny things can trigger you when you’re
writing songs. I went to see the rushes with Rog and Jim Beach our manager
and Freddie and John, of ‘Highlander’ and for the first time saw this
sequence where the hero stays forever young but he falls in love with a girl
who grows old and eventually dies in his arms. And I was very moved and I
think it triggered all sorts of stuff which was in my life. You know, my
marriage was ending, losing my dad and various things. So the song came
out incredibly quickly. I remember, I went back in a taxi with our manager,
Jim Beach, and I was sort of strangely quiet and Jim said, what are you
doing? And I said I can hear the song that goes with this sequence. And it
was, it was all in my head, Who Wants to Live Forever and it was just a
question of getting it down onto tape.



Roger Taylor : I think the sequence of the movie, with the music, is one of
the scenes that lifts the movie from out of the… not ordinary, it was never
ordinary, it’s a good movie. It’s just a… it’s a very special theme, music
blending perfectly with what’s happening on the camera and very moving.

Brian May : It is. It’s funny – it was uncanny because I went away and wrote
the song and obviously didn’t see the rushes for ages again afterwards – put
it down very roughly with a keyboard, but the form of it when we played it
back with the movie, when we eventually got it on video, it just fitted
exactly so luckily they didn’t re-cut anything. And all the mood changes
worked like magic and you can’t predict that that would happen, you know,
it wasn’t done to picture. And I still see it and can’t believe the way it fits.

SEVEN SEAS OF RHYE

Brian May : ‘Seven Seas of Rhye’.

Roger Taylor : Our first hit.

Brian May : It’s roots go back a long way because there’s a little fragment of
it on the very first album, the first Queen album, Freddie had this idea in his
head but it wasn’t really developed so we just put down what we had at the
end of that album. And then we thought it would be a good basis for the
single, and again, it was very collaborative – we all threw things in. But you
know, throw all the harmonies, all the guitar harmonies, all the bombast,
all the smoke bombs, it’s all in ‘Seven Seas of Rhye’.

Roger Taylor : This is also our first appearance on the fabulous ‘Top of the
Pops’ programme, and I think David Bowie cancelled and we got asked as the
story goes. And it was actually recorded in the weather studio in the BBC in
London, in Shepherd’s Bush, which is about the size of an average living
room. So we were trying to be gigantic and bombastic in a sort of average
size living room, really, with a few cameras in it. And that was our first ‘Top
of the Pops’, no audience. And I can’t remember why I think there was some
kind of strike.

Brian May : I think there was a strike on, yes, you couldn’t be on live.

Roger Taylor : Yeah, the strike ridden 70s.

Brian May : So they slotted us into the programme.

Roger Taylor : And of course, that really was a vital help for us and it went
into the charts the next week at 27, I think. And then the next week it went
to nine or something, I forget exactly but we were thrilled.



Brian May : A bit of humour at the end referring to an ancient English
seaside song.

Roger Taylor : Seaside.

Brian May : With the fabulous Roy Baker playing stylophone. 

HEAVEN FOR EVERYONE

Brian May : Now, this started off as a solo track for you, didn’t it Rog?
Wasn’t it on your… on an album of yours?

Roger Taylor : It did. I was making a solo album, I think it was actually an
album with my band The Cross. And Freddie came down to visit in the studio
and he loved the song and he said, oh God, you’ve got to let me sing that.
So he sang it and we got through a bottle of vodka, I think. And then
eventually I think we, Brian and I, we replaced a lot of it and we re-
recorded it so it had rather a long birth – a long and difficult birth.
Freddie does an amazing job on the vocal, I think. Originally, I had sung this
and when you then get Freddie Mercury to sing something you’ve sung you
just realise your limits and how much further he could take something
vocally.

SOMEBODY TO LOVE

Roger Taylor : It’s the massed choir, the massed gospel choir of the three of
us.

Brian May : Yeah.  You have to bear in mind we’d just had Bohemian Rhapsody.
Historically, you know, it’s just been a huge hit, and it was a massive vocal
production, and this also is a massive vocal production, and in some ways
the counterpart of Bohemian Rhapsody, but, in a gospel kind of style.  Aretha
Franklin was Freddie’s idol, and so he wrote it, really, with her in mind.  I
wonder if she’s ever sung it?  Maybe she will.

Roger Taylor : It’s quite unusual like several of our songs, it’s in the
three/four, sort of six/eight time.

Brian May : Again, an immaculate backing track; it’s Freddie and Roger and
John, driven by his amazingly rhythmic piano.  A great feel, just great feel;
there’s no… it’s not been messed with, you know, and these days you have to



Pro Tool it and put everything in the right place before you let it out.  But
this is just real and futuristic playing.  

Roger Taylor : Yeah.  And it’s a long backing track too, with a lot of
different moods to it, so…

Brian May : Done in bits as well, wasn’t it, because there’s a couple of bits
which we didn’t even use, I seem to remember; well at least one bit we didn’t
use.

Roger Taylor : I guess it was done in sections, yes.  Yeah, I remember, actually.
Freddie could really shine on this live pounding at the piano and it was a
great, live track this.

Brian May : I always remember him starting it off in Auckland, New Zealand
and forgetting what song he was playing.  That was unusual, though.  

Roger Taylor : That was very unusual.  That’s the day he put his trousers on
backwards, wasn’t it?

Brian May : Because he’d been drinking heavily with Tony Hadley, which
again was very unusual, Freddie was an ultimate professional, and never was
the worse for wear.

Roger Taylor : Only in New Zealand.

Brian May : I think on this day he just had too good a time.  

I WANT TO BREAK FREE

Brian May : ‘I Want To Break Free’

Roger Taylor :This is a John Deacon special.  I don’t know if he was trying to
tell us something, or whatever, but he made this record in LA, I think Los
Angeles. 

Brian May : The Record Plant.

Roger Taylor :Record Plant

Brian May : … as it was in those days.  Now demolished and it has become a
mini mall.  

Brian May : I remember its Jacuzzi very well.  



Brian May : John didn’t write that many songs, but My God, the ones he
wrote, just incredibly well on the whole.

Roger Taylor :He was never afraid to strip things down and make them, you
know, bare and spare, and I think Freddie helped a lot with them; the genesis
of this one.  

Brian May : Absolutely, yes.  Freddie would seize on it and work so hard on
it.

Roger Taylor :And this one gave birth to quite a well known video.  David
Mallett at his finest, in which we all dressed in, sort of, Coronation Street
style, drag.  And I think Freddie threw in just for people’s general
amusement, the entire Royal Ballet into the centre of the video, which I
still can’t quite work out why they’re there, but there they are, and there
they’ll stay.  Typically he kept his moustache for the drag section and
shaved it off for the earlier section.

Brian May : I remember he got into a bit of trouble live, singing it with false
breasts at one time.  Where was that?  South Africa?  

Roger Taylor :It might have been South America.

Brian May : It was great having a lead singer with no compunctions
whatsoever.  There was no place Freddie was embarrassed to go.

Roger Taylor : What, boundaries what’s that?

Brian May : No boundaries.    

THE SHOW MUST GO ON

Brian May : ‘The Show Must Go On’, this is written exactly the same time as
‘These Are The Days of Our Lives’ – the ‘Innuendo’ album and it’s hard even
for me to remember, it is mainly me who put this together, or wrote it, as
you would say, but I can hardly remember where it came from.  It was
inspired by some things that Roger and John and Freddie had been fiddling
around with in the studio, they’d left bits of tape lying around and
suddenly this song came into my head and I could not shake it.  It was a
real, dreadful obsession kind of thing and it was going round... because it is
a cyclic sequence, and all I could think of for weeks was this sequence and
how to make it work.  And the words came as well, the words came very
quickly and I remember saying to Freddie, you know, I’m calling it ‘The Show
Must Go’ On but it’s a bit... obviously we can’t use that as a title.  And he went
yeah, yeah, yeah you can.  And I said isn’t it kind of too predictable and he
went no, no, it’s great.  And we actually sat down together and wrote some



words together.  We got about three quarters of a verse done and then
Freddie wasn’t very well and he didn’t come back for ages and during that
time the song kind of flowed out and I think Roger was, I don’t know
where you were... you were some place as well and I remember sitting,
wrestling with this, and then everybody came back and I had it demoed.

Roger Taylor : Yeah, I wasn’t really here, there at the genesis of this and I
remember it was like a dark horse that came up on the outside and suddenly
it was, you know, definitely one of the highlights of the record.  And it’s a
great epic, quality to the song I think and massively popular in France and...

Brian May : It’s one of those things that seems to have always been there, in a
strange way.  

BOHEMIAN RHAPSODY

Brian May : What hasn’t been said about ‘Bohemian Rhapsody’?  

Roger Taylor : Yeah, I think it’s obvious what it means, really, but … from the
brain of Fred.  

Brian May : Yes, we’ve revisited the site of where this was recorded recently –
Rockfield Studios.  And I was in the control room and Roger, Freddie and
John were doing their thing, making the backing track and again it was in
pieces because Freddie already had, in his mind, what was going to happen in
the pieces which linked it together and we were all pretty mystified in the
beginning, weren’t we?  It was like oh, how is he going to make this work?  

Roger Taylor : I mean, the basic verse etc is very straight forward and we all
got that and thought it was a great song but little really suspecting what
was to come in the middle.  

Brian May : Yeah.  So the amazing, so called, operatic section built up, part by
part, in our accustomed way, by that time, singing every part – the three of us
– three times.

Roger Taylor : And very frustratingly long to record it because we were
plagued by breakdowns.

Brian May : And also this is the occasion when the tape actually did wear
very thin because it was one of those old multi track machines where
[overtalking] … Yeah, yeah, the oxide would get worn off every time the tape
went through the heads so eventually we were wondering why everything
sounded dull and it was because there was really no oxide left on the tape.
So we had to swiftly make a copy.



Roger Taylor : It was transparent in places.

Brian May : Also you’ve only got 24 tracks, not these days when you’ve got
an infinite number with Pro Tools or whatever, so everything had to be
bounced.  As soon as it was okay it had to be bounced onto one track and
then you can never go back and do it again.  You can never go back in there.

Roger Taylor : And every time it was bounced you’d lose quality and 

Brian May : Yeah, you’d lose a generation.

Roger Taylor : Top, lose high frequencies.

Brian May : So it was a real juggling act to make this work.  This is Roy Baker
Producing and Mike Stone Engineering and us all pitching in.

Roger Taylor : The brilliant – Mike Stone.  

Brian May : A gong on the end there Rog.

Roger Taylor : Yeah, that’s really gong.

Brian May : A dinner gong.  

Roger Taylor : Which brings us to the end.

Brian May : It’s all gong, do you mean?

Roger Taylor : From myself, Roger Taylor and...

Brian May : And myself Brian May and we wish you much joy.

Roger Taylor : See you.


